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The horses of Lake Ladoga of Curzio Malaparte



• In the sixties, Earth Sciences were in a 
super cooled state. Anything could lead 
to the solidification of the new paradigm
any time, anywhere. Striking proofs of the 
existence of this supercooled state was the 
independent proposal of the corolary Sea
Floor Spreading (SFS) = Magnetic
Anomalies by Fred Vine and Lawrence 
Morley in 1963 and of the Earth spherical
plate kinematics in 1967 by Jason Morgan 
and Dan Mc Kenzie.



The context of my “Sea Floor Spreading and 
Continental Drift” paper

By June 1967, I was already negociating my 
return to France. I wrote this paper knowing that 
I would be gone at the end of the year and would 

not have the possibility to exploit 
the new paths I was opening.

The IPGP having rejected my offer to join it (Roland Schlich 
already occupied marine geophysics), I received an offer of 
the president of CNEXO to be his scientific advisor for Earth 
Sciences. He accepted my condition to create in the future 
Centre Océanologique de Brest a mutidisciplinary research 

department that I would start with the biologist Lucien Laubier. 
My ambition: a French Lamont.



Centre Océanologique de Bretagne 2018





The farm and our first lab 
October 1968



Walter 
Sullivan New 
York Times 
May 5 1968 



Quartier Latin Mai 1968



My exclusive source for the Sea Floor 
Spreading paper was Jason Morgan 
extended outline (Late April 1967) of 
his communication on April 19 1967 at 
the AGU “Rises, trenches, great faults 
and crustal blocks”. 

His message: 
It is easy to quantify 

the relative motions of plates 
on the spherical Earth 

and it works.



I dropped everything to
quantify the motions of plates. 

But none of my usual coworkers were interested in 
joining me. They did not consider this a priority. 

Note that this was also true of all those who 
listened to Morgan’s talk and of the nine scientists 
(in addition to myself) who received the extended 

outline. 

The concept was too new 
to be adopted universally right away.



Seven months of solitary work
from May  to November 1967:

I opened three new directions knowing 
that I would not be able to exploit them.

1: quantification of five openings of 
oceans, June and July, first
demonstration of the absence of Earth 
expansion 
2: closure of Earth plates circuit, August 
and September, first global model
3: first finite reconstructions based on 
magnetic anomalies, October



Data for six plates model



1 No Earth Expansion



2. First global kinematic model



Does the minimum number of plates necessary to 
obtain global kinematic closure have a sense?
Seven main plates cover 94% of the Earth. They 

reflect the dominant wavelength of convection. Mallard 
et al. (2016, Nature) have shown that this number of 
6-7 is governed by the value of the elastic limit of the 

lithosphere (150 MPa). 



3. First finite 
reconstructions 

based on 
magnetic 
anomalies 

Reconstruction
at anomaly 31 

(70 Ma)



Why did I fail to adopt sea floor 
spreading in our heat flow research 
in 1965 (Langseth, Le Pichon and 
Ewing, 1966)?

Jean Francheteau and I  both believed 
that the model presented in the 1966 
paper, written by Langseth, yourself 
and Ewing, provided the spark that set 
off the whole Plate Tectonic revolution. 

John Sclater, March 9 2018



Langseth, Le Pichon, Ewing, 
1966



In SFS, the crest of the ridge always reaches the 
same height (provided that V> 0.5 cm/yr,) whereas

the slopes of the flank depend on the 
velocity.(Langseth et al. 1966)





One should record near zero HF landward of 
trench… No other mechanism than SFS can

produce such a low HF (Langseth et al., 1966)



My model indicated
that SFS failed the energy test

• Average HF expected for 1 cm/yr over 
1000 km width 3.1 for 1 cm/yr vs 1.6 
measured for MAR and 2.5 for EPR.

• We consequently rejected the model in 
favor of a convection one

• Dan McKenzie one year later divided by 
three the temperature of the 
asthenosphere (550°C instead of 1500°C 
for us) and obtained the proper heat flow. 



Crisis: my conversion 
to sea-floor spreading

I defended this conclusion during my 
thesis  in France in early 1966 to 

discover at my return in Lamont on 
April 26 1966 the magic profile of 

Pitman. Sea-floor spreading imposed 
itself to me. Yet I did not know why 

the energy test failed. 



After Pitman (1966)



The theory of Plate Tectonics

After January 1968, I was cut out from all Lamont data 
and my priority was building this new oceanographic lab. 
Consequently, I first turned to Plate Tectonics theory with 
Jean Francheteau and Jean Bonnin. This resulted in the 

publication of our book “Plate Tectonics” 
published in 1973. 

“I find it virtually impossible to find fault with this book.”
Fred Vine 



The book was a manifest about Plate Tectonics 
that would then guide my research: 

1 kinematics in the North Atlantic Ocean 
1969-1970
2 accreting plate boundaries with FAMOUS 
1973-1974 
3 consuming plate boundaries with HEAT (1979) 
and Kaiko (1983-1984)
4 continental tectonics especially within Greece 
and Turkey starting in 1979



Plate Tectonics and Pangea

Did Plate Tectonics change from Pangea to 
Present?

Reflection coming out from a paper submitted to 
Canadian Journal of Earth Sciences

A new approach to the opening of the Eastern 
Mediterranean Sea

Xavier Le Pichon, Celal Sengor and Caner Imren
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Kinematics of Africa/Eurasia from Rosenbaum et al. (2002)
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